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In [4] we constructed certain homology representations of a finite group G of 
type A,, B, or C,, and showed that these representations can be used to sift out the 
reflection compound characters of G. In the present note, we show that for a group 
G of type D,, each reflection compound character #‘, 2 < k < n - 2, determines a
unique “obstruction” character P’. which occurs with positive multiplicity in every 
homology representation containing nlkl. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an arbitrary group with a BN-pair. Let W be the Weyl group of 
G and let {w, ,..., w”} be a set of fundamental involutions generating W, and 
set R = {l,..., n}. For each Jc R, we set W, = (w,~ Ij E J), and set G, = 
B W,B, parabolic subgroups of W and G, respectively. Define virtual 
characters u/J and xJ of W and G, respectively, by 
lfJ= x (-1)‘K-J’ IL., L xJ= 1 (-I)‘“-” ‘& 
K2.i KZJ 
That v/J is a genuinine character of W was proved by Solomon in 121, which 
implies via the “generic algebra” correspondence (see [ 1 J) that xJ is a 
genuine character of G. Moreover, the same correspondence shows that the 
decomposition of each xJ can be obtained from that of wJ. 
Let l,<i<n, and set J=R- (i). We set W”‘= W,,which is a maximal 
parabolic subgroup of W. By definition, the Coxeter complex Z of W is the 
simplicial complex which has as vertex set {wW”’ j w E W, i = I,..., n). A 
collection o of vertices is a simplex of Z if and only if n v # 0, where the 
intersection is taken over those vertices contained in cr. Now fix JC R, and 
define the subcomplex C, of C determined by the vertex set (w W”’ / i kii J 1. 
For any integer i > 0 and any J G R, we let Hi(ZJ) denote the ith reduced 
homology space of ZJ, with coefftcients in the rational field Q. The 
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arguments in [4, Sect. 21 adapted to the Coxeter complex show that if 
n - (J] > 2, then Hi(ZJ) = 0, for 0 < i < n - ]J( - 2. From this together with 
the Hopf trace formula, one obtains that wJ is the character of Won Hd(CJ), 
where d = n - ]J( - 1 = dim C,. (If J = R, we have H- ,(0) ‘v Q, with trivial 
W-action.) 
Now let x be the character of the natural reflection representation W on 
the Euclidean vector space V, and denote by rr”‘) the character of the 
representation of W on Ak V. Thus we have reflection compound characters 
I,,. = 71”‘. 71 = n”‘,..., 71’)” = E = “sign” character of W. We shall use the 
same notation for the corresponding characters of G. Since virtually all of 
our work will be on the Weyl group plane, no confusion should result. 
In [4 ] we showed that if G is of type A,, B, or C,, then subsets J and J’ 
of R can be chosen (depending on k) so that 7~‘~’ = v/J f7 wJ,, where by n we 
mean common constituents, counting multiplicities. This implies that 7~‘~’ =
xJ n xJ, (as G-characters) which allows for an explicit construction of 7~‘~’ in
the homology of certain subcomplexes of the Tits complex; see [S]. 
Shortly before [4] went to press, the author learned of R. Stanley’s theory 
of “descent sets” which gives an explicit decomposition of the characters vJ, 
for W of type A,,, B, or C,. His work subsumes most of the Weyl group 
work in 141, and, in the present note, will be applied to the study of the 
characters 1~~ in case W is of type D,. 
Quite simply, our result is as follows. We shall state the result in terms of 
G even though our computations will involve only W. 
(1.1) THEOREM. Let G be a finite BN-pair of type D,, n > 4, and let 
2 < k < n - 2. Then there exists a unique irreducible character 0’k’ # 7~‘~’ of
G such that 
(y,, 7ek’) > 0 implies (v,, O’k’) > 0. 
2. STANLEY'S DESCENT SETS 
Assume for the moment that W = W(B,), the Weyl group of type B,, . The 
irreducible characters of W are in one-to-one correspondence with the double 
partitions ((r, p) of n. The character corresponding to (a,p) is denoted by 
(a;/?) and has degree (i)fnf4, where /a]=/~, ]p(=n-kandf”,f” arethe 
degrees of (u), (/3}, regarded as irreducible characters of the symmetric 
grows S,,, 3 S,,, , respectively. The trivial character is {0; n) and the sign 
character is (1”; 0). The reflection compound characters are r(k) = 
(lk;n-k), O<k<n. 
Any parabolic subgroup of W(B,) is of the form 
(2.1) w, v s.1, x Xl2 x ... x S.in x WV,- ,.\I) 
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(obvious embedding) IA/ = 1, + ..e + A,. In order to compute the multiplicity 
of {a; p} in the permutation character 1 r .\ in a combinatorially useful way, 
Stanley (3 1 introduced descent sets, as follows. First of all, if (a, /3) is a 
double partition of n, a double standard Young tableau (DSYT) of shape 
(~1, /I) is a pair of Young frames of shapes a,P filled in with the entries 
1. 2..... n increasing along rows and columns. If r is a DSYT of shape (a, /I). 
then the descent set D(r) of r is given by 
D(r) = (i ( i and i + 1 both appear in the same frame, 
and i + 1 appears in a lower row than i) 
U {i 1 i appears in the frame of shape CI and 
i + 1 appears in the frame of shape /I, or i = n, 
and n appears in the frame of shape a}. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION (Stanley [3, Proposition 6.21). Let W be a parabolic 
subgroup of W as in (2.1). Then the multiplicity of {a; /I} in 1 E., is the 
number of DSYT r of shape (a, /3) with D(s) G (A,, 1, + A, ,..., 1, + ..a f A,}. 
Now fix JC R and let W, = W., as in (2.1). By applying Mobius 
inversion, Stanley obtained from (2.2) the decomposition of wJ: 
(2.3) THEOREM ([3, Theorem 6.41). The multiplicity of {a; /3t in wJ is 
the number of DSYT 5 of shape (a,P) with D(r) = (A,, A, + AZ ,..., 
A, + ... + A,/. 
We remark that Stanley obtained a similar decomposition of vJ in case 
W = W(A”); see [ 3. Theorem 4.31. 
Recall that the Weyl group W(D,) can be embedded as a subgroup of 
index 2 in W(B,). Furthermore, the characters {a; /I} lwu,.) are irreducible if 
a f/3; othmise {a; PI IWcD,) decomposes into two irreducible characters of 
equal degrees. Every irreducible character of W(D,) occurs as above. 
Finally, (a; P t lwcDnj = VA at IwtD,). 
Let us label the Dynkin diagrams of types B,, D, as follows: 
o-o- . . . -o-o--o) 
1 2 n-2 n-l ” 
n-l 
0-o - . . . - 
I 2 < n-2 n. 
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For each J G R we have the homology characters vJ(B,,) and y/,(I),) of 
W(B,) and W(I),), respectively. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. In either of the cases 
(i) J C ( 1. 2,..., n - 2); 
(ii) n - 1, n E J, 
1t’e be y/.@,) lcr.rn,, = WAD,). 
ProoJ Introduce the hyperoctahedral complex K, as the simplicial 
complex having ( f 1, f2,..., in) as vertex set, and simplexes u = (i,,,..., ik} 
with h #j implies Ii,1 # lij\. The first barycentric subdivision Sd(K,) of K, 
has as vertices the simplexes of K, and simplexes the flags {uiO,..., oi,} (i.e., 
Ui” G *. . L ui,). Note that Sd(K,) and Z(B,) are naturally isomorphic. If 
n - 1, n E J then both I,v#,) and yl,(D,,) can be identified with the 
subcomplex of Sd(K,) whose vertices are the k-simplexes of K, with 
k # n - 2, n - 1. Thus y/,(B,) IH.,D,, = ~~(0,) follows in this case. 
Thus assume that Jc_ ( 1, 2,..., n - 2). Now W(D,) permutes the (n - l)- 
simplexes of K, in two orbits (“I and P?. The complex C,(D,) can be 
described as having vertex set (k-simplexes of K, I k + 1 E .I) U {(n - 1). 
simplexes of K,}, and with simplexes (oi,,,..., ui,} with uiOs ... E ui,-,, 
ui, ~? G ui, and either 
(i) ui, , 5 ui,, or 
(ii) dim(uik- ,) = n - 1 = dim(u,,), uiA-,, uik are in different W(D,)- 
orbits, and ui, ~, f7 uil has codimension 1 in both uilm,. uiA. 
Now if (a,, uz} is an edge in C,(D,) with u E F,, u1 E Pi, then u = u, ~7 u2 
is an (n - 2)simplex in K,. Thus, we may subdivide each such edge into 
(u, u,} and (u, a,}, which are edges in Sd(K,). This subdivision extends to a 
subdivision of all of CJ(D,,), which shows that C,(B,) is merely a subdivision 
of ZJ(D,,). Since the subdivision does not affect homology, the Hopf trace 
formula yields that V/D,,) I,,.,D,,, = vJcn,,, . 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let n - 1 EJ, n 4J and write 
WAD”) 2 s,,, x SAz x ..* x s.3; 
Then (y/.,(D,,), ia; PI LCD,,) = A - 4 where 
A=((DSYTrJthasshupe(a,P)andD(r)={~,,~,+~,,...,~,+...+;l,j}(, 
B=((DSYTrJr has shape @,a) and D(r)=(;1,,~,+~,,...,~,+...+ 
L,I\I- 
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Proof We have 
where r”’ IS the sum over those subsets K 2 J with n &K, and r”’ is the 
sum over those subsets K 2 J with n E K. For each subset K occurring in 
v”‘, W, can be identified in an obvious way with a parabolic subgroup of 
W(B,). By Frobenius reciprocity, 
(lyt (a;/31 LyDn))= (ly? {K/3}) 
which is computed via (2.2). An easy inversion yields 
( y (-1)’ K-J’ 1:;+ (c&/3} 
where A is as above and where 
=A+A’ 
A’ = ) (DSYT 7 ) 7 has shape (a, j3) and 
D(r)={J,,/1,+/2* ,... ,&+‘**+A,-,)}I. 
Next, observe that 
y (-#K-J’ p;f”’ = - T‘ 
Kz ’ 
(-l)-J’l ,;y = -yJ,(B,) Iw(D,), 
where J’ =Ju {n) and where we have used (3.l)(ii). By (2.3), conclude that 
(y/,@,J IH’,“,) 3 la;Pl Iw,o,,)=A’ +B. 
The result follows. 
4. OBSTRUCTION CHARACTERS 
For each integer k, 2 <k< n - 2, define the character OCk’ = 
( 1; (n - k, lk-‘)} jH.CD,, = {(n - k, Ike’); 1 } (,,.,D,), an irreducible character 
of W(D,). Recall that the kth reflection compound character is n(k) = 
F-n -4 IwfI),,. From [ 2, Theorem 4 1 we have 
(fjlJ. dk)) = 1 if IJI = n - k 
=O if IJ( # n - k. 
(4.1) THEOREM. If 2 < k < n - 2, and if (J( = n - k, then 
(w,, e’k’) > 1. 
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Proof: We have WJ zz s.,, x * *. x S-IA x WD, - I.iI h where IA/= 
1, + a** + A,. Set ij = A, + . . . + Aj, j = l,..., k, and set D, = (i, ,..., ik J. If J E 
{ 1, L..., n - 2}, then i, = n. Let j < k be any index with ii + 1 $ D, (one 
easily checks that such an index j exists), and form the DSYT 
ml m2 “’ mnmk ii+ I 
i, + 1 
i2 + 1 
ii-1 + 1 
ii + 2 
ii+, + 1 
i,,‘+ 1 =n 
which clearly has descent set D,. If n - 1, n E J, then n 6?Z D, and the DSYT 
‘I i,+l .a. 
iz + 1 
i,_,+l=n 
has descent set D,. Finally, assume that n - 1 E J. n 6& J. Then n - 1 & D, 
and n E D,. The DSYT 
n *.. 
i, + 1 
iz + 1 
has descent set D,. On the other hand, one easily checks that no DSYT of 
shape (n -k, lk-‘; 1) can have descent set (i ,,..., ikml}’ From (2.3), (3.1), 
(3.2) we conclude that B (k’ has positive multiplicity in vJ in each case. 
The uniqueness of efk’ results from the following. If J = (1, 2 ,..., n - k), 
J’ = R - ( 1, 2,..., k}, 2 < k < n - 2, then 
~/~(B,)=(l~;n-k}+(2,l~-‘;n-k-l}+~~~+(n-k-l,l~-’;~}, 
y/,.(B,)=(lk;n-k}+(1~-‘;n-k,1}+~~~+{IZr;n-kk,lk}. 
481/80/2-I9 
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Thus from (3.1) we obtain 
7P + P’ = WJ(D,) n ylJ,(D,). 
Weremarkthatifk=l,thenW,r‘lW,,=7C(”,whereJ=R-{n}andJ’= 
R - ( 1 }. Also z’“-” = UC”) where E = sign character = x’~‘, and )r~(~ ‘) = 
&vJ n &vJS = vR -J n tyx -JS : see [ 2, Theorem 21. Of course, 76” = 1 H’,D,, = ‘c/~ 
and 7~‘“’ = ye@. 
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